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Targeted Readings Recommender using Global Auto-Learning

ABSTRACT: Huge volume of content is produced on multiple online sources every day. It is not possible for a user to go
through these articles and read about topics of interest. Secondly professional articles, blog and forum have many topics
discussed in a single discussion. Therefore, a targeted readings recommender system is proposed that analyze all the docu-
ments and discussions to highlight key issues discussed as topics. The topics are extracted with an Automatic knowledge-
based topic modeling that allows multiple users to help grow the knowledgebase of the model which benefit new readers as
well. On selecting the issues of interest the user is taken to those sections of the articles and discussions that are specifically
of interest to the reader in relevance to the issue selected. The application has an ever growing knowledge-base to which
every task from every user help the model grow in experience and improve its quality of learning.
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1. Introduction

With the advent of social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Amazon etc. users share their feelings,
suggestions and trends with other like-minded users. They support discussions on topics of interest among multiple
users arguing on topics through comments. It has made social media platforms a great resource for online content analysis
to the benefits of an individual. By mining this information, applications can be developed to benefit society and individuals.
Along with content analysis, the meta-information supported by the popular platforms can help to support the analysis.
For example, facebook allow its users to share, comment and like while twitter users are more familiarized with terms like
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tweet and retweet. hashtags and trends are also recently introduced to let individual know what are the hot issues. The users of
twitter have limitation of 140 characters for their message, due to which it usually miss the context. Therefore, it is very important
to have prior knowledge of the events in the background to which the tweet is referring. Its compactness or casualness of its
users require its content to undergo Natural Language Processing (NLP) at pre-processing [15]. But the briefness of messages
has greatly added to the success of twitter. It supports more than 40 languages and has 310 Million active users per month. As
an individual user, the content relevant to his/her interest are to be focused to recommend targeted readings. Similarly a user may
have different interests to read about, depending upon the mood and time.

Topic modeling is the best source for extraction of topics from larger scale text data [22]. Topic models are extended with a variety
of approaches including supervised, semi-supervised, hybrid and transfer learning. However, these approaches require some

Figure 1. Use of mustlinks and cannotlinks to improve quality of topics

level of domain specific manual intervention from expert and therefore, they cannot be applied to large-scale data consisting of
many domains that are not known prior to analysis [19]. Similarly due to the variety of content produced online, its expensive
and time-consuming to identify experts for each domain and help them improve the quality of concepts explored from the data
as popular topics. For this purpose Automatic knowledge-based topic models are used which are scalable to large-scale data [7].
The model processes one domain after another to provide relevant topics to its users and learns trending rules and patterns for
its. This information is retained as knowledge rules. The model produce improved results, represented by the quality of its topics
as it matures with the number of tasks. These models benefit from the tasks performed by different users, as they contribute
towards growing the knowledge-base of the model. The model learn more number of rules from consistent domains having
thousands of documents and incorporate the rules learnt to help improve the quality of topics for domains having fewer
documents or noise in the dataset.

Knowledge-based topic models were initially introduced with semi-supervised approach. The knowledge rules were provided to
the model by domain expert in the form of mustlinks and cannotlinks. However, when Automatic knowledge-based topic models
took over, these models are equipped with an automatic learning mechanism. It empowered these models to eliminate the need
of domain experts and learn for itself. The learning of the model improves its performance when higher number of tasks are
performed. A must-link state that two words belongs to the same topic or must co-exist e.g. In topic A, cricket and keeper has
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Figure 2. Lifelong learning topic models

a mustlink used by knowledge-based topic model as shown in Fig. 1(a). Where due to the use of mustlink the probability of
keeper is increase in topic A. Similarly, in topic B, chemistry and cricket has a cannotlink, then after using the cannotlink, their
probability is decreased for the same topic, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The existing knowledge-based topic models [1, 2, 9] make good
use of prior domain knowledge to produce coherent topics. The words in a coherent topic hold well together to represent the
underlying concept. Automatic knowledge-based topic models exploit the huge volume of content and the variety in its
domains, to learn knowledge rules and use these rules to improve the quality of key concepts extracted from within.

The automatic knowledge-based topic models are also known as Lifelong learning models. The model continuously learns and
are therefore, also known as human-like learning models. Unlike traditional machine learning techniques, these models carry
something from each task known as knowledge rules. It helps the model to behave maturely in new situations by apply
previously learnt rules [7, 9]. The rules are applied in the new situation based on their relevance of context. This is to resolve
word sense disambiguation, as a word in Natural Language can be used in different senses [10]. Existing Lifelong learning
models extract key concepts as topics. By looking into these topics the user can learn about the issues of concern in a domain.
Similarly these models are supported with single user, therefore, their learning is a slow process. This is because in order to
mature in results the model require to perform a fair number of tasks to grow in experience and build a consistent knowledge-
base. But for a single user it is expected to take time. Similarly, in case of a single user the model will only learn in relevance to
the tasks performed by that user. The contribution of this research work is to develop a targeted readings recommender
application, that uses lifelong learning models which not only provide key concepts but recommend targeted readings as well.
The contributions are:

• The model associate each topic from a domain to top document sections for further reading. It helps the user to explore the
targeted topics by reading multiple relevant sections from different articles as professional articles and user discussions have
many topics discussed.

• The model globally maintains an auto-learning knowledge-base. In order to quickly mature with experience, the tasks performed
by many users contribute to learning that helps provide targeted readings to new users as well.

2. Literature Review

Topic models are initially introduced for text analysis and are used in many application areas to high their significance [22].
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is basically used to extract topics which are more relevant to users’ needs. The topics extracted
represent domain features which are usually referred to as aspects in commercial domains [1, 3]. Aspects are the sentiment
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targets in Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis. It can help as an efficient data mining technique for unknown domain exploration.
The problems related to Natural Language are not addressed by the machine learning techniques and are resolved at pre-
processing [10]. In order to improve the quality of topics for specific domains, they are extended with semisupervised, hybrid
and transfer learning approaches [11]. The domain specific user intuition helps the model to group words into more contextually
co-related topics. The applications of topic models have outgrown from commercial to social, political and management fields
[15].

Semi-supervised topic modeling allows topics to incorporate expert guidance through manual annotation. The extracted concepts
as topics are restricted to predefined words as seeds while the model populate other contextually related words around them
[23]. The number of topics may vary depending upon the requirements of the users. Fewer topics focus on global topics only
while more number of topics has the model focus on specialized topics [7]. In semi-supervised topic models, few of the topics are
left unlabeled which are targeted to identify the concepts that are missed by the expert. In this way the model shows high
accuracy for topics with guidance and can also explore unknown and less frequent concepts. These models are used to improve
results for sensitive domains, where high accuracy is require [24]. However, they cannot be extended to large-scale data, where
the model is applied to extract topics from many unknown domains. Knowledge-based topic models are initially introduced with
a semi-supervised approach, where the quality of topics is related to the quantity and quality of rules provided by the expert
[11]. Platform specific meta-information help improve results but they limit the application to only one type of data source.

Knowledge-based topic models (KBTM) are introduced as an extension of topic models that make use of relevant domain
knowledge [3]. These models are different from transfer learning models as there is no single target domain and they are not
known prior to analysis. There are different knowledge-based topic models that use mustlink type of knowledge, cannotlink
type of knowledge or both [1, 3, 4]. Automatic learning models face the problem of learning wrong rules as well, discussed in [3,
7]. Wrong rules lead the distribution of topic models in the wrong direction which results in reducing the quality of topics in
terms of topic coherence. It is efficient as it uses less resource utilization and high performance. The accuracy and performance
of the model is strongly dependent on the learning mechanism of the model [11]. Automatic knowledgebased topic models
exploit the huge volume of data and the variety of its domains and benefit from it to learn more consistent rules. Different types
of approaches are used for learning mustlinks and cannotlinks in these models [11]. For word sense disambiguation the context
of knowledge rule is stored to ensure that the rule is used in the same context in which it was learnt.

The automatic knowledge-based topic models require good number of tasks, depending upon the complexity of domain, to start
producing good quality topics. Working of automatic knowledge-based topic model or Lifelong learning model is shown in Fig.
2. For commercial domains after processing 15 to 20 domains the model has a consistent knowledge-base developed with which
it improved the results of other domains about commercial products [7]. This is due to high overlap as common aspects, in
commercial products. Similarly the topics extracted are presented as key concepts from the given data, they are not associated
to their supporting documents. Therefore, a learning based application is proposed that uses global learning, to generate high
quality topics while associate those topics to their respective content sections in documents that could be suggested readings.

Algorithm 1 proposedModel(Di, V, N, Knowledge-base)

1: procedure PROPOSEDMODEL

2: topics ←   TopicModeling(Di, V, N, Knowledge-base)

3: candidateRules ←  LearningModule(topics, Di, V)

4: rules ←   evaluateRules(candidateRules)

5: keyIssues ←   results(topics)

6: readings ←  suggestReadings(keyIssuesj )

7: targetSections ←   suggestReadings(readings)

8: end procedure

3. Proposed Model

The proposed model uses topic model at its core. However, in order to produce topics with higher accuracy as more coherently
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Figure 3. Workflow of the proposed readings recommender system

representing a key concept in the given domain, it uses Lifelong learning approach. With lifelong learning the model maintains
it own knowledge-base and improve the quality of topics without any user intervention. Since lifelong learning models require
experience to get mature in results, the global learning approach has enabled the model to facilitate multiple users where they
benefit from the learning of each Fig. 3. Workflow of the proposed readings recommender system others’ tasks. The model
provide the user with more coherent concepts in the given domain area. However, if the user is interested to read further, the
model suggests targeted readings from each concept. This approach allows the users to be very specific about reading the
content of their interest only. Such target content may exist as part of multiple articles and discussions but are grouped together
as reading suggestions. Working of the application is presented in Algorithm 4. The model consists of 6 major steps as shown
in the Fig. 3. The steps are explained below.

3.1 preparing data
In order to recommend readings to the user, the data is to be prepared so that topic modeling can be efficiently used. Since topic
modeling is a machine learning technique, it doesn’t consider linguistic problems which are to be addressed at preprocessing.
In order to prepare the data, since the readings recommender system only support English language, therefore, a language
identification module helps in allowing the content in English language only. The unwanted words from documents i.e. is, am,
are, the which do not contribute towards any concept are filtered at preprocessing. Similarly, the symbols not contributing like
, #, $, %, , etc. are ignored as well. Lemmatization is applied to shorten words to their stems.

3.2 Topic Extraction
Since the domains are unknown and the expert guidance is not available, unsupervised topic modeling is applied to multiple
domains. It helps the model to provide initial distribution and topics for each domain [22]. The unsupervised topics are used as
initial intuition to learn from. Each domain has a vast vocabulary and making all possible combinations is an exhaustive process.
Therefore the topics from unsupervised topic modeling helps to provide candidate rules.

3.3 Extraction of rules
In third step, the candidate rules are extracted by using the topic model distribution. They consists of a pair of words. They are
considered candidate rules, consisting of both mustlinks and cannotlinks. Mustlinks word pairs are generated from the top
words in the same topic while the cannotlink pairs are generated from top words in different topics. However, not all candidate
rules can be learnt and therefore, they have to undergo an evaluation criteria. The evaluation criteria associate a score to each
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candidate rule. It associates a confidence score to rules. The confidence in a rule is a measure for the quality of rule.

Figure 4. Working of the Automatic knowledge-based topic model used for
readings recommender

3.4 Knowledge Learning Module
In order to select good quality rules from all candidate rules, a pair of thresholds are applied on their confidence scores. The
candidate rule with confidence above the threshold are learnt while others are ignored. The threshold for mustlinks is usually
kept lower than that cannotlinks because mustlinks are more effective as compared to cannotlinks. While cannotlinks may also
be confused with no co-relation in specific domains and require more care to harvest.

topic0   topic1   topic2        topic3         topic4

Cricket   Wicket   building       runs            fitness

Team   out   area         target         fielding

Pitch   catch   class         score          athletic

Weather   LBW   boundary     century      running

Stadium    lost   land          runrate       timing

Table 1. Key Concepts As Topics, In a Domain

3.5 Apply the knowledge
The rules learnt are added to the knowledge-base. Whenever a contextually relevant scenario appears, the model incorporate
the rules from the knowledge-base and use it to resolve the issue in hand. It has a mechanism of adding the bias of the rules in
the topic modeling results. By applying the knowledge, the quality of topics is improved in terms of topic coherence. The model
uses Gibbs sampling as an inference technique which repeatedly sample words and change their topics by incorporating rules
until the words gets stabilized. The Automatic knowledge-based topic model is shown in Fig. 4. The model trained from n
domains can process n + 1 domain by utilizing all the knowledge from its past experience.

3.6 Visualization
An important part of the application is to highlight key concepts to the users, where the user could pick a concept and the
system suggest top sections from different documents as targeted readings. Similarly the rules used to produce those results
can also be viewed by the user.
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mustlinks

cricket team
fitness fielding
runs score
fielding athletic

cannotlinks

out runs
fitness pitch
weather boundary
LBW stadium

Table 2. Mustlinks And Cannotlinks

4. Experiment And Results

The experiment is carried out on 20 different domains with 200 reviews of each domain and apply Knowledge-based topic
modeling to improve topic result. By maintaining a knowledge base it suggests much targeted readings effectively, as shown in
Table I. The rules used to generate these topics are shown in Table 2. The rules helped improve the quality of topics for less
common domains having as few as 200 review documents. They are not enough for topic modeling which usually need
documents in thousands. The extracted topics are presented to the user as key concepts. In the application developed, the user
can select a topic to explore further about it where the application suggest relevant readings. With a global learning mechanism,
the model can incorporate knowledge from tasks of other users to improve the results for user in current task.

5. Conclusion

The readings about an issue has many other issues discussed in relation to them. Professional authors use different background
scenarios to lay a plot while discussion of forums and blogs go astray of the main topic. Therefore, a targeted readings
recommender system is proposed that takes the user only to the specific sections of multiple articles and blogs that have
addressed the issue of interest to the author. However, in order to have the issues expressed more compactly, automatic
knowledge-based topic models are used. As a remote application it serves multiple users and maintains a global knowledge
base. Thus, users using the application are helping future users to have the model grow in experience and knowledge, in order
to serve them better the users in future tasks.
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